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ABSTRACT

Surfactants are often added to particle suspensions in the flow of Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids for the purpose of reducing particle-
particle aggregation and particle-wall adhesion. However, the impact on the flow behavior of such surfactant additions is often overlooked.
We experimentally investigate the effect of the addition of a frequently used neutral surfactant, Tween 20, at the concentration pertaining to
microfluidic applications on the entry flow of water and three common polymer solutions through a planar cavity microchannel. We find
that the addition of Tween 20 has no significant influence on the shear viscosity or extensional flow of Newtonian water and Boger polyethyl-
ene oxide solution. However, such a surfactant addition reduces both the shear viscosity and shear-thinning behavior of xanthan gum and
polyacrylamide solutions that each exhibit a strong shear-thinning effect. It also stabilizes the cavity flow and delays the onset of flow instabil-
ity in both cases. The findings of this work can directly benefit microfluidic applications of particle and cell manipulation in Newtonian and
non-Newtonian fluids.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0085967

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer solutions are frequently encountered in the fields of
biomedical engineering, petroleum science, cosmetics, and food
processing.1–3 Surfactant compounds are widely used in solutions to
stabilize emulsions and foams, enhance cleaning and wetting, and
facilitate dispersing in industries, such as painting, coating, and
pharmaceuticals.4,5 They usually have a hydrophilic body and a hydro-
phobic tail, which seek out the interfaces between aqueous and non-
aqueous layers and deposit therein reducing the interfacial tension.
They can be either ionic, nonionic, or neutrally charged in nature. In
microfluidics specifically, surfactants are frequently added to control
droplet sizes and shapes.6–8 They are also often added to particle sus-
pensions prepared in either Newtonian9–12 or non-Newtonian13–17

fluids for the purpose of reducing both particle–wall adhesion and
particle–particle aggregation. Despite this relevance, however, the rhe-
ological impact on microfluidic flows and particle motion due to the
presence of surfactant has been largely ignored.

The role of surfactants in solutions has been the focus of numer-
ous studies. Del Sorbo et al.18 reported that the shear thinning in the
oppositely charged polyelectrolyte and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
surfactant system is related to the rupture of the mixed rodlike

aggregates in which the surfactant cross-links several polyelectrolyte
chains. Ye et al.19 found that ionic, nonionic, and zwitterionic surfac-
tants all have the similar effect of enhancing the shear-thickening
behavior of the condensed polymer nanosphere dispersions. Bollineni
et al.20 investigated the complex interactions among the ions present
in solutions of nanoparticles, surfactants, and electrolytes (NSE). They
found that the viscosity profile of NSE solutions with the increasing
concentration of SDS surfactant behaves like spherical particles. Xu
et al.21 studied the effects of surfactant type and concentration on the
size of droplet formation, where a higher-concentration surfactant was
found necessary in the formation of smaller droplets. Yang and Pal22

studied the interactions between a drag-reducing polymer and five dif-
ferent surfactants. The critical aggregation concentration of surfactants
was found to depend on the ionic charges of both the polymer and sur-
factant. Mart�ınez Narvaez et al.23 reported that the polyethylene oxide
(PEO) and SDS mixtures display a significantly weaker concentration-
dependent variation in the extensional relaxation time and viscosity
than anticipated by the measured shear viscosity. Ahmadikhamsi
et al.24 studied the viscous fingering in the displacement of an oil phase
by a non-Newtonian fluid with and without SDS addition. They
found that the relative finger widths in both experiments converge
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asymptotically to the same value because of the decreased surfactant
concentration in the vicinity of the tip of growing finger.

Most of the previous studies concern surfactant solutions of mod-
erately high concentrations, which highlight the effects of surfactant
concentration and charge as well as the ionic charge of the polymer on
fluid rheology. However, rheological alterations with smaller surfactant
concentrations on the order of 0.1% v/v, which is commonly used in
microfluidic devices,9–16 have received comparably less attention. Even
less understood is the impact of surfactant addition on the flow behav-
ior. We investigate in this work the effect of the addition of 0.5% v/v
Tween 20 on the shear viscosity and extensional flow response of three
common polymer solutions in microfluidic applications, namely, xan-
than gum (XG), PEO, and polyacrylamide (PAA) solutions along with
the Newtonian de-ionized (DI) water.25–29 To the best of our knowl-
edge, this work is the first study on the topic and will advance the
understanding of surfactant addition on fluid flow and particle motion
in microfluidic devices. We seed microparticles into each of these solu-
tions both with and without the surfactant for visualization and direct
comparison of the flow patterns through a cavity microchannel with a
single expansion–contraction structure. Contraction and/or expansion
channels are commonly occurring structures in microfluidic
applications.30–34 They have been employed for particle focusing, trap-
ping, and sorting purposes in both Newtonian35–39 and non-
Newtonian40–44 fluids, where surfactants are necessary to de-cluster
particles for stable performance. Such channels are also the benchmark
structures for the characterization of non-Newtonian fluids, in which
elastic instabilities can emerge at low Reynolds numbers due to flow
extension and thus be isolated from the fluid inertial effect.45–50 The
rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the experi-
mental setup. Section III presents and discusses the extensional flows of
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids both with and without the addi-
tion of Tween 20. Section IV summarizes the findings of this work and
outlines some potential future work.

II. EXPERIMENT
A. Materials

Figure 1 shows a photo of the cavity microchannel used for the
tests. The channel mold was fabricated by conventional

photolithography with SU-8 25 (MicroChem, Newton, MA, USA).
The microchannel was then prepared from the mold by soft lithogra-
phy with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The detailed steps of the
preparation procedure can be found in our previous work.51 The
channel is overall 2 cm long including the inlet and outlet reservoirs. It
has a single expansion–contraction at the center with a length and
width of about 500lm each. The width of the main channel is 50lm
and the depth is uniformly 45lm. Four different solutions were used
in our tests: Newtonian DI water (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA), viscoelastic PEO solution (1000 ppm, Mw ¼ 2 MDa, Sigma-
Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) with negligible shear thinning (i.e., Boger
fluid52), shear-thinning XG solution (1000 ppm, molecular weight,
Mw � 2 MDa, Tokyo Chemical Industry, Tokyo, Japan) with negligi-
ble elasticity, and both viscoelastic and shear thinning PAA solution
(200 ppm, Mw ¼ 18 MDa, Polysciences, Warrington, PA, USA). All
the polymer solutions used here are in their respective semi-dilute con-
formation regimes.53 To test the effect of surfactant, Tween 20 (0.5%
v/v, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added to each of the
prepared solutions. It is a neutrally charged polymer,54 which mini-
mizes the effect of ionic interaction and emphasizes on the rheological
change as the main focus of this work.

Figure 2 shows the viscosities of the prepared solutions with and
without Tween 20 that were measured using a cone-plate rheometer
(Anton Paar, MCR 302) for shear rate spanning from 0.1 to 10 000 s−1

at room temperature. We find that the addition of 0.5% v/v Tween 20
significantly suppresses the shear thinning effect of the XG and PAA
solutions. It, however, appears to have a negligible impact on the
(nearly) constant viscosity profile of the water and PEO solution. We
used the Carreau model55 to fit the measured viscosity data for the sol-
utions exhibiting visible shear thinning effects (see the fitting lines in
Fig. 2),

g� g1
g0 � g1

¼ 1þ kc _cð Þ2
� � n�1ð Þ=2

; (1)

where g1 is the infinite-shear-rate viscosity, g0 is the zero shear-rate
viscosity, kc is a time constant, _c is the fluid shear rate, and n is the
power-law index. We also attempted to measure the relaxation times,
k, of the polymer solutions, but failed to obtain consistent and accurate

FIG. 1. Isometric view of the prepared cavity microchannel (left) and schematic illustration of the expansion–contraction part (highlighted by the dashed box, left) with respec-
tive dimensions (right).
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data using our rheometer. We thus decided to employ the reported
experimental values in the literature that used exactly the same solu-
tions as in this work.56–58 Moreover, as no apparent difference is
viewed from the flow pattern of water or PEO solution (see Sec. III),
we hypothesize here that the addition of small amount of Tween 20
does not affect the fluid elasticity. The relaxation times and the fitting
parameters in the Carreau model for the prepared solutions are listed
in Table I.

B. Methods

The flow in the expansion–contraction region of the cavity
microchannel was visualized by seeding 1lm diameter fluorescent
particles (Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN, USA) into each of the pre-
pared solutions at the concentration of the order of 0.01% v/v. The
influences of these particles on the fluid rheology and flow behavior
are neglected in this work considering the low concentration. The

particle suspension was driven through the channel with a syringe
pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA) that was connected to the
inlet reservoir via a plastic tube. Another plastic tube was inserted into
the outlet reservoir that led the fluid out of the channel to a vial. The
motion of the seeded particles was recorded through an inverted fluo-
rescent microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000U, Nikon Instruments) with
a CCD camera (Nikon DS-Qi1Mc). The exposure time of the camera
for the captured snapshots ranged between 0.5 and 3 s. For higher flow
rates, it was set at lower values in the range to adapt to the faster move-
ment of the tracer particles. The obtained images were post-processed
using the Nikon imaging software (NIS Elements AR 3.22).

The inertial effect on the cavity flow of fluids with or without
Tween 20 is studied in terms of the (channel) Reynolds number,

Re ¼ qVDh

g _c
� � ¼ 2qQ

g _c
� �

wþ hð Þ ; (2)

where q is the mass density (assumed equal to that of the suspending
water), V is the average fluid velocity in the main channel, Dh is the
hydraulic diameter of the main channel, g _c

� �
is the fluid viscosity at

the average shear rate, _c ¼ 2V=w, across the width, w ¼ 50 lm, of
the main channel, Q is the volumetric flow rate, and h ¼ 45 lm is the
channel height. The flow rate, Q, in our experiment is varied from
about 0.1–40ml/h, for which the calculated shear rate, _c , ranges
between 494 1/s (as highlighted by the vertical dashed-dotted line in
Fig. 2) and 1.975� 105 1/s. The fluid elasticity effect on the flow is
characterized by the Weissenberg number,

Wi ¼ k _c ¼ 2kQ
w2h

: (3)

The fluid shear thinning effect is compared in terms of the power-law
index, n, in the Carreau model (see Table I). For the ease of reference,
we consider a fluid to be strongly shear thinning if n < 0:65 as sug-
gested by Lindner et al.59

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Newtonian water

Figure 3 compares the inertial flows of water with and without
the addition of 0.5% Tween 20 through the expansion–contraction
part of the microchannel. The measured viscosities in Fig. 2 indicate
that there are barely any changes between the two fluids for the range
of shear rates tested. Figure 3 demonstrates that there is hardly any dif-
ference in the flow development for water with and without surfactant.
In both cases, the streamlines remain undisturbed for flow rates of up
to 4ml/h (Re ¼ 26:0). A flow separation occurs at the expansion walls
in the form of lip vortices at around 5ml/h (Re ¼ 32:5). These iner-
tially formed vortices grow on to reach the salient corners of the cavity
at around 9ml/h (Re ¼ 58:5). With the further increase in the flow
rate, the corner vortices extend only in the flow direction and reach
the contraction walls at around 15ml/h (Re ¼ 97:5Þ. They occupy
almost half of the cavity at 19ml/h (Re ¼ 123:5Þ. During this process,
the vortices remain symmetric and steady in both solutions, indicating
an insignificant elasticity effect brought by the addition of Tween 20
or at least negligible as compared to the inertial effect.

Figure 4 shows the measured vortex size along the length, Lv (see
the highlighted dimension in Fig. 3, normalized by the length of the
cavity), against Re in the expansion flow of water with and without

FIG. 2. Experimentally measured (symbols) and theoretically fitted (lines, via the
Carreau model) viscosity data of the prepared solutions. The vertical dashed-dotted
line indicates the shear rate in the main channel for the flow rate of 0.1 ml/h.

TABLE I. Summary of the fitting parameters in the Carreau model for the experi-
mentally measured viscosity data along with the relaxation times of the prepared sol-
utions with and without 0.5% v/v Tween 20 addition.

Solution n g0 (mPa s) g1 (mPa s) kC (ms) k (ms)

DI water 1 0.9 � � � � � � 0
DI water w/0.5% 1 0.9 � � � � � � �0
XG 0.38 420 1.6 4 �0a

XG w/0.5% 0.50 105 1.35 2.3 �0
PEO �1 1.5 � � � � � � 1.5b

PEO w/0.5% �1 1.5 � � � � � � �1.5
PAA 0.30 160 1.7 3.8 95c

PAA w/0.5% 0.72 2.3 1.1 0.08 �95

aHaase et al.56
bRodd et al.57
cPoole and Escudier.58
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surfactant. The vortex lengths in these two solutions almost coincide
at the same Re values for the range tested. The experimental data
(excluding those after the vortices already reach the contraction walls,
where the normalized vortex length becomes equal to unity in Fig. 4)
can be fitted with a linear function as shown on the chart, which is
consistent with our recent results of inertial expansion flow of water

through both expansion–contraction60 and contraction–expansion
microchannels.61 This observation indicates that the addition of
Tween 20 at the concentration ofO(0.1% v/v) does not induce any vis-
ible elasticity or shear-thinning (see the viscosity profile in Fig. 2) effect
into the inertial water flow.

B. Viscoelastic PEO solution

Similar to water, PEO solution has a (nearly) constant viscosity
that is not altered by the addition of Tween 20 as shown in the viscos-
ity curve in Fig. 2. It, however, has a mild elasticity, leading to signifi-
cantly different flow patterns from water (see Fig. 3). Figure 5 shows
the snapshots of cavity flow of PEO solutions with and without Tween
20. A range of flow rates from 1 to 40ml/h was tested for which several
events have been identified. However, for the two PEO solutions, all
the events occur at the same Re values yet again, akin to the result of
the inertial water flow (see Fig. 4). Specifically, the flow remains lami-
nar and no viscoelastic disturbances occur at small flow rates. As the
flow rate reaches 5ml/h (Re ¼ 19:5 and Wi ¼ 37:0), the streamlines
start to diverge and bend near the reentrant corners of the contraction
walls. They get further disturbed and start overlapping each other at
10ml/h (Re ¼ 39:0 and Wi ¼ 74:1) in the contraction flow.
Concurrently, an unsteady flow is initiated near the salient corner of
the expansion walls. It then interacts with the increasingly diverging
and bending streamlines in the expansion flow leading to a chaotic
flow over the entire cavity at 20ml/h (Re ¼ 78:0 and Wi ¼ 148:1)
and above.

The observed events for the cavity flow of PEO solutions in Fig. 5
are summarized in Fig. 6 with respect to the Weissenberg number.
The same flow regimes are viewed at the same values ofWi (and hence
Re for the Boger PEO solutions) in both the contraction and expansion

FIG. 3. Snapshot images of the flow of Newtonian water without (w/o T20, top row) and with (w T20, bottom row) 0.5% Tween 20 through the expansion–contraction part of
the cavity microchannel. The flow direction is from top to bottom in all images. The highlighted dimension, Lv , on the image in the top row indicates how the length of the vortex
is measured.

FIG. 4. Normalized (by the length of the cavity) vortex length (see Lv highlighted in
Fig. 3) against the Reynolds number in the expansion flow of water with and without
the addition of 0.5% Tween 20. The dashed line shows the linear trendline (the
equation and R-squared value are both highlighted on the chart) for the average of
the measured vortex lengths in the two solutions.
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flows with and without surfactant. This result, along with that for
water (see Figs. 3 and 4), may be sufficient for us to make the hypothe-
sis that the addition of Tween 20 at the concentration of O(0.1% v/v)
does not alter the fluid elasticity. Another explanation for the observed
insignificant surfactant effect on the PEO solution lies in the neutral
charge of the PEO polymer,62 whose conformation is presumably not
affected by the addition of small amount of neutral surfactant polymer
like Tween 20. This explanation applies to the nonionic PAA solu-
tion63 as well, which will be presented later in Sec. IIID.

C. Shear-thinning XG solution

Figure 7 shows the flow development of the XG solutions with
and without Tween 20 in the cavity microchannel. The addition of
Tween 20 reduces not only the fluid viscosity but also the shear thin-
ning effect of the XG solution (see Fig. 2). However, both solutions still
remain highly shear thinning as viewed from the values of the power-
law index, n, in Table I. For the surfactant-free XG flow, stable sym-
metric corner vortices are formed in the contraction flow at the flow
rate of 0.1ml/h (Re ¼ 0:11) because of the strong shear thinning

FIG. 5. Snapshot images of the flow of viscoelastic PEO solutions without (w/o T20, top row) and with (w T20, bottom row) 0.5% Tween 20 through the cavity microchannel.
The flow direction is from top to bottom in all images.

FIG. 6. Summary of the flow regimes with respect to the Weissenberg number for the contraction (a) and expansion (b) flows of PEO solutions with (0.5%) and without (0%)
Tween 20 in the cavity microchannel: circles for no flow disturbances, rectangles for diverging/bending streamlines, pluses for unstable asymmetric vortices, and asterisks for
chaotic flow.
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effect.51,60 They grow with the increase in the flow rate and extend till
the expansion walls at 13ml/h (Re ¼ 42:6). Meanwhile, streamlines
start bending in the expansion flow at 10ml/h (Re ¼ 32:2) because of
the inertial effect. They develop into stable symmetric lip vortices at
13ml/h, whose size is smaller than in the water flow at a similar
Reynolds number. This is because the fluid shear thinning effect has
been reported to stabilize the inertial expansion flow vortices.51,53,60 At
15ml/h (Re ¼ 49:6), the expansion and contraction flow vortices start
interacting with each other, such that the flow in the cavity becomes
asymmetric and unstable for higher flow rates.

In contrast, the contraction flow vortices in the surfactant-added
XG solution appear to be smaller at the same flow rates (for which the
values of Re are also approximately equal) as in the surfactant-free
solution because of the weaker shear thinning effect in the former.
However, these vortices start interacting with the fluid inertia-induced
expansion flow vortices at 13ml/h (Re ¼ 46:9) even before they
extend till the expansion walls. This observation is different from that
of the surfactant-free XG solution because the inertial expansion flow
vortices are suppressed less by the less shear-thinning XG solution
with surfactant. The contraction and expansion flow vortices merge
together at 15ml/h (Re ¼ 54:8), which then develop into a pattern
like that in the inertial water flow (Fig. 2) with the further increase in
the flow rate. This phenomenon indicates the dominant inertial effect
over the shear thinning effect in the XG solution with surfactant, par-
ticularly in the high Re regime. As XG is an anionic polymer,64 its
chains can interact with the neutrally charged Tween 20 polymer lead-
ing to changes in the morphology. Moreover, the screening of its
charges by the surfactant polymers can possibly induce some flexibility
and hence enhanced elasticity in the XG chains. However, the fluid
elasticity effect, which should break the symmetry and draw instabil-
ities into the cavity flow like the PEO solution does in Fig. 5, is not

observed in the XG solution with surfactant. This justifies our earlier
hypothesis that the addition of surfactant at the concentration of
O(0.1% v/v) does not change the fluid elasticity.

Figure 8 compares the measured vortex lengths in the XG solu-
tions with and without Tween 20. The surfactant-added XG solution
displays smaller vortices in the contraction flow while larger vortices
in the expansion flow, which can be explained by the reduced shear
thinning effect as compared to the surfactant-free XG solution. The
contraction flow vortex length follows a logarithmic dependence on Re
in both XG solutions for Re of up to 30, where the effect of fluid inertia
occurs. This trend is consistent with the observation in our recent
study of surfactant-free XG flow in contraction–expansion microchan-
nels, which highlights the role of the fluid shear thinning effect.53

Moreover, the expansion flow vortex length exhibits a linear trendline
with respect to Re in only the XG solution with surfactant, which
matches the observation of inertial-like cavity flow in the high Re
regime as noted above. Figure 9 demonstrates the flow events for the
two XG solutions in terms of Re. The initiation point for the flow
instability clearly shifts to the higher Re in the XG solution with surfac-
tant for both the contraction and expansion flows. This trend indicates
the stabilizing effect of the addition of surfactant into the inelastic
shear-thinning XG solution.

D. Viscoelastic and shear-thinning PAA solution

Figure 10 shows the snapshot images of the cavity flow of visco-
elastic and shear thinning PAA solutions with and without Tween 20,
respectively. The addition of surfactant causes a much larger decrease
in both the viscosity and the shear-thinning effect (in terms of the
power-law index, n, in Table I) of the PAA solution than those of the
XG solution (see Fig. 2). For the surfactant-free PAA solution, which
is more shear thinning than the surfactant-free XG solution, full-size

FIG. 7. Snapshot images of the flow of shear-thinning XG solution without (w/o T20, top row) and with (w T20, bottom row) 0.5% Tween 20 through the cavity microchannel.
The flow direction is from top to bottom in all images.
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corner vortices (i.e., the vortex length gets equal to the length of the
cavity) are already formed in the contraction flow at 0.1ml/h
(Re ¼ 0:23,Wi ¼ 46:9). These vortices become asymmetric at around
1ml/h (Re ¼ 3:1) as flow fluctuations occur inside the vortices. They
also exhibit unstable oscillations with the increase in the flow rate to
10ml (Re ¼ 33:8), at which no sign of inertial expansion flow vortices
is observed. For flow rates of 13ml/h (Re ¼ 44:0, Wi ¼ 6098:8) and
beyond, the cavity flow becomes completely chaotic.

The PAA solution with Tween 20 is a mildly shear thinning fluid
with n ¼ 0:72, as compared to the strongly shear thinning surfactant-
free solution with n ¼ 0:30. Consequently, the contraction flow vorti-
ces are completely absent in the surfactant-added PAA solution at the
flow rate of 0.1ml/h (Re ¼ 0:38, Wi ¼ 46:9). With the increasing

flow rate, lip vortices start to appear that grow on as steady large sym-
metric corner vortices till 5ml/h (Re ¼ 23:5). They further extend till
the expansion walls at 10ml/h (Re ¼ 48:0), for which the inertial lip
vortices are also observed on the expansion walls. The cavity flow to
this point still remains stable with a symmetric pattern, unlike in the
case of the surfactant free PAA solution. At 13ml/h (Re ¼ 62:8), the
contraction and expansion flows strongly interact, wherein the vortices
become asymmetric and unstable. A completely chaotic flow is
observed in the cavity at 20ml/h (Re ¼ 97:7, Wi ¼ 9382:7) and
beyond.

Figure 11 shows the plot for the measured vortex length vs Re in
the cavity flow of PAA solution with and without Tween 20. The addi-
tion of surfactant reduces the contraction flow vortex size until the

FIG. 8. Normalized (by the length of the cavity) vortex length against the Reynolds number in the contraction (a) and expansion (b) flows of XG solution with and without the
addition of 0.5% Tween 20. The solid and dashed lines show the trendlines (the equation and R-squared value are both highlighted on the chart) for the measured vortex
lengths in the surfactant-added and surfactant-free solutions, respectively. The vertical dashed-dotted line in (a) marks the transition to the flow regime where the fluid inertia
takes effects.

FIG. 9. Summary of the flow regimes in terms of the Reynolds number for the contraction (a) and expansion (b) flows of XG solution solutions with (0.5%) and without (0%)
Tween 20 in the cavity microchannel: circles for no flow disturbances, rectangles for diverging/bending streamlines, triangles for stable lip vortices, squares for stable corner
vortices, crosses for stable interaction of the contraction and expansion flow vortices, pluses for asymmetric and unstable vortices, and asterisks for chaotic flow.
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fluid inertial becomes prominent at around Re ¼ 30 [see the vertical
dashed-dotted line on the plot in (a) of Fig. 11], above which the vor-
tex length becomes equal to the length of the cavity. It also induces the
expansion flow vortices that are absent from the surfactant-free PAA

solution. Moreover, the contraction flow vortex length in the PAA
solution with surfactant follows a logarithmic dependence on Re, so
does the surfactant-free PAA solution for Re < 1 (data not included in
Figs. 10 or 11).60 All these observations are consistent with those for

FIG. 10. Snapshot images of the flow of both viscoelastic and shear-thinning PAA solution without (w/o T20, top row) and with (w T20, bottom row) 0.5% Tween 20 through
the cavity microchannel. The flow direction is from top to bottom in all images. Note that the Wi value in each column remains the same for the two images.

FIG. 11. Normalized (by the length of the cavity) vortex length against the Reynolds number in the contraction (a) and expansion (b) flows of PAA solution with and without the
addition of 0.5% Tween 20. The solid line in (a) shows the trendline (the equation and R-squared value are both highlighted on the chart) for the measured contraction flow vor-
tex length and the solid line (b) is used to guide the eyes only, both for the PAA solution with surfactant. The vertical dashed-dotted line in (a) marks the transition to the flow
regime where the fluid inertia takes effects.
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the two XG solutions, which should be a result of the fluid shear thin-
ning effect. Figure 12 shows a summary of the flow regimes with
respect to Re (instead ofWi for the purpose of direct comparison with
Fig. 9 for the XG solutions) in the two PAA solutions. A similar stabi-
lizing effect to the XG solutions is viewed for both the contraction and
expansion flows. However, the flow regimes developed in the PAA sol-
utions are different from those in the XG solutions because of the
additional contribution of the strong fluid elasticity effect in the
former.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed an experimental study of the effect of surfac-
tant addition on the extensional flows of Newtonian water and non-
Newtonian PEO, XG and PAA solutions in a single expan-
sion–contraction microchannel. We find that the addition of 0.5% v/v
Tween 20 causes a negligible change in the viscosity of water or PEO
solution over a wide range of shear rates. It also has no significant
impact on the flow pattern of either of the two originally constant-
viscosity fluids for Re of up to 200. These observations imply that the
addition of 0.5% Tween 20 brings no additional elasticity to the fluid.
However, such a surfactant addition causes a significant decrease in
both the shear viscosity and the shear-thinning behavior of the XG
and PAA solutions which both exhibit strong shear thinning effects.
Moreover, it appears to increase the onset of flow instability to a higher
Re and stabilize the cavity flow of both solutions. Our results indicate
that Tween 20 surfactant favors fluids with shear thinning effects,
which may be utilized to tune the flow behavior and even the particle
migration therein. We will leave this for future work, where PEO solu-
tions with different polymer concentrations and molecular weights65,66

can be used to obtain varying fluid elasticity and shear-thinning for a
systematic study of surfactant effects. We will attempt to use pressure
sensors to obtain the pressure drop across the contraction/expansion
structure. We will also attempt to obtain the fluid extensional rheology
and relate them to the pressure drop data for an improved under-
standing of the effect of surfactant addition on extensional flow. In

addition, we admit that the current work lacks a quantitative analysis,
which hopefully can be tackled through future collaborations.
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